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Using oxygen and hydroxyl radicals for batch-furnace oxidation

EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW
Balancing the lifetime and residence time of radicals is critical to achieving acceptable radical oxidation growth rates and uniformities in large-batch reactors. Oxidation rates of silicon depend strongly on crystal orientation, resulting in difficulties when oxidizing device structures involving different silicon crystal surfaces, such as corners of shallow-trench-isolation (STI) and 3D transistors. This article describes the development of a radical oxidation process in batch furnaces that reduces the dependence of oxidation rates on the crystal orientation of silicon.

Conventional thermal oxidation produces high-quality oxides on (100) silicon surfaces but results in oxides with a higher amount of interface defects on (110) and (111) surfaces [1, 2]. As a result, most modern devices are manufactured using (100) silicon wafers. However, because electron mobility is the highest on the (100) surface along the <110> direction and hole mobility is highest on (110) surfaces along the <110> direction, there is an increasing interest in fabricating high performance CMOS devices on hybrid substrates with different crystal orientations [3]. New oxidation processes capable of producing high-quality and uniform gate oxides on both (100) and (110) silicon surfaces are necessary to enable this result.

Fabrication of 3D transistors for memory and logic devices also requires novel oxidation processes. As DRAM cell dimensions are scaled down, cell array transistors are changed from traditional planar transistors to recessed channel array transistors [4]. At technology nodes below 32nm, flash memories require FinFET transistors to boost drive current and reduce the short channel effect. For high-performance logic devices, FinFET and tri-gate transistors provide excellent opportunities for scaling devices beyond the 45nm node [5]. Nonplanar and multigate transistors demand uniform, high-quality gate oxides on 3D gate structures involving multiple silicon crystal orientations, which are challenging for conventional thermal oxidation tools.

For both dry and wet processes, oxidation of (110) silicon surfaces is significantly faster than that of (100) surfaces, ranging from 50% to 120% faster, depending on process temperature and film thickness.

The objective of this work is to reduce dependence of oxidation rates on crystal orientations to within 10%. Such processes have a broad range of applications, such as STI corner rounding, conformal STI liner, gate oxidation for 3D transistors, high-quality oxidation of polycrystalline silicon, and low-thermal budget oxidation of silicon nitride.

Radical generation and distribution
This work utilizes the hydrogen-oxygen combustion reaction to generate highly oxidizing radical species. To estimate optimum process conditions, the $\text{O}_2/\text{H}_2$ reaction chemistry was simulated using a 22-step reaction mechanism derived from the H-O subset of a hydrocarbon combustion mechanism involving the intermediate species $\text{O}, \text{H}, \text{OH}, \text{HO}_2,$ and $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ [6]. The reactions are evaluated using the chemistry simulation utility CHEMKIN [7] as well as a 3D flow and chemistry simulator. Computer simulations show that a significant amount of radicals can be created at 700°C and 1 torr and the radical lifetimes exceed 1 sec. At the oxygen-hydrogen ratio of 9:1, atomic hydrogen and oxygen are the dominating radicals, while the concentration of hydroxyl radicals is only 10% of the atomic oxygen.

Simulations show that the atomic oxygen number density is highly sensitive to the reaction temperature, pressure, residence time, and hydrogen-oxygen ratio. At lower pressures, the reactions are slower, and the radical lifetimes are increased. When the residence time of the radicals is comparable or longer than their lifetime, significant radical concentrations can be present in a reactor.

The reaction chemistry results were integrated into a 3D flow and chemistry simulation model to optimize hardware design and process conditions of a 300mm batch furnace by maximizing radical concentrations and lifetimes. Figure 1 shows the predicted oxygen radical distribution over a 300mm wafer in a batch furnace at 700°C and 1 torr with a nitrogen-hydrogen-oxygen ratio of 10:1:1. The 300mm furnace was equipped with Aviza’s patent pending Across-Flow technology.

Characteristics of radical oxidation
A test reactor was built to verify the model predictions described above. The effects of pressure, temperature, and hydrogen-oxygen flow ratio on oxide growth rate were determined experimentally. Figure 2 presents the effect of pressure on silicon oxidation at
900°C and 1:1 hydrogen/oxygen ratio. The oxidation rate is maximized at ~0.9 torr. Below 0.7 torr, the oxidation rate drops with decreasing pressure, indicating that once the radical lifetime is sufficiently long, further reduction of pressure reduces the absolute number density of radicals and thus the oxidation rate. Above 1 torr, the oxidation rate decreases with increasing process pressure. This data suggests that at relatively high pressures, radical recombination is significantly increased and radical lifetime shortened, resulting in a net decrease of oxygen radicals despite the increased reactant number density. Overall, the experimental results confirmed the predictions of the simulations.

For comparison, low-pressure wet oxidation rates were also measured. Hydrogen and oxygen were converted into steam inside a catalytic steam generator prior to reaching the oxidation chamber. Steam was diluted with additional hydrogen and then introduced into the process chamber. Table 1 compares oxides grown at 1 torr by both methods. At this pressure, wet oxidation is extremely slow, producing only a 1.8nm-thick oxide after 70 minutes of oxidation at 825°C. For radical oxidation, however, the presence of oxygen and hydroxyl radicals greatly increases the oxidation rate.

Figure 3 presents growth kinetics for (100) silicon surfaces at 900°C and 700°C. The process pressure is 1 torr and the oxygen-hydrogen ratio is 1:1. The oxide growth shows a parabolic time dependence.

Figure 4 presents the dependence of oxide thickness on crystal orientation for a series of seven 30-min. process conditions with varying temperature (700–900°C) and pressure (0.2–4.8 torr). The maximum oxide thickness difference between (100) and (110) surfaces ranges from the best case of 2.6% to the worst case of 18.5%, depending on process conditions and film thickness. This is a significant improvement compared to wet oxidation conducted at are within 10%. Compared to wet oxidation at 825°C and 588 torr (Table 2), the sensitivity of the oxide growth rate on crystal orientation is reduced by a factor of 13.

Current leakage characteristics for a 9.2nm thick oxide grown at 850°C using the H₂/O₂ radical oxidation process were measured at five points on Si wafers using a mercury probe (area = 7.15×10⁻⁵cm²). The results are compared to data from a 9.6nm oxide grown by wet oxidation at 825°C. The oxide grown by radical oxidation shows superior electrical characteristics; leakage current remains low until about ~8.5V versus ~7V for the wet oxide.

Radical oxidation produces thin oxides with much better uniformity than conventional thermal oxides. Figure 5 shows oxide thickness maps of top, middle, and bottom wafers in a 300mm large batch run at 900°C. The within-wafer-uniformity is within 1% (3σ). Compared to single-wafer hydrogen-oxygen combustion-based radical oxidation, the radical oxidation process using the method
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**Figure 1.** Calculated mass fraction distribution of oxygen radicals over a 300mm wafer in a batch reactor.

**Figure 2.** Measured effect of process pressure on radical oxidation of (100) silicon. Experiments conducted in a test reactor.

**Table 1.** Radical oxidation vs. low-pressure wet oxidation at 1 torr

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Duration (min)</th>
<th>Chemicals</th>
<th>Oxide (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radical</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>O₂:H₂ = 1:1</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>H₂O:H₂ = 1:2.2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.** Experimentally measured growth kinetics for radical oxidation at 900°C and 700°C.

**Figure 4.** Measured radical oxidation oxide growth rates on (100), (110), and (111) Si. The percentage values are the maximum differences of oxides grown on the three different Si surfaces.
Table 2. Thickness of oxides grown on wafers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time: wet oxidation</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minutes</td>
<td>(100) Å</td>
<td>(110) Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>49.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) Wafer statistics
- Mean: 76.2934
- Maximum: 76.632
- Minimum: 76.012
- Std. Dev: 0.2157838
- Hi/Lo Var: 0.6200027
- Unit: 0.41%

Wafer size
- Wafer diam: 300mm
- Test diam: 297mm
- No. sites: 25
- Style: Notch

b) Wafer statistics
- Mean: 75.0754
- Maximum: 75.317
- Minimum: 74.69
- Std. Dev: 0.2287932
- Hi/Lo Var: 0.8269958
- Unit: 0.55%

Wafer size
- Wafer diam: 300mm
- Test diam: 297mm
- No. sites: 25
- Style: Notch
c) Wafer statistics
- Mean: 69.323
- Maximum: 69.684
- Minimum: 68.949
- Std. Dev: 0.2215336
- Hi/Lo Var: 0.7350006
- Unit: 0.53%

Wafer size
- Wafer diam: 300mm
- Test diam: 297mm
- No. sites: 25
- Style: Notch

Figure 5. Typical thickness uniformity of radical oxide films grown in a large 300mm batch furnace for wafers in a large wafer stack; a) at the top, b) at the middle, and c) at the bottom.

The lower thermal budget feature is beneficial for many applications, such as sidewall re-oxidation of transistor gates and gate oxidation for DRAM and flash memory. Lower oxidation temperatures lead to reduced wafer heating and cooling times, in turn reducing process cycle time and increasing throughput. Lower hydrogen and oxygen flows reduce chemical cost. Combining these features with a large wafer batch size results in improved CoO over single-wafer tools.

Conclusion

A computer simulation tool was developed to understand and optimize 3D radical generation and transport in batch reactors. Balancing the lifetime and residence time of radicals is critical to achieve acceptable radical oxidation growth rates and uniformities in large batch reactors.

Radical oxidation rates in a 300mm batch furnace were compared to experimental low-pressure wet oxidation. Oxidation of silicon by oxygen and hydroxyl radicals instead of steam greatly increases the oxidation rate and reduces the oxide thickness dependence on crystal orientation. Furnace radical oxidation also produces oxides with better electrical properties than wet oxidation. Batch radical oxidation can be applied in many advanced applications, such as base oxide for high-performance gate dielectrics, tunnel oxide for flash memory, gate oxide for DRAM transistors, fabrication of interpoly dielectrics for flash memory, and manufacturing of advanced STI structures.
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